Why hamstring eccentrics are hamstring essentials

Kristian Thorborg1,2

There is no dispute that acute hamstring injury is a major sports injury,1–6 particularly in football codes7–9 and other sports that demand high-speed running.1 The purpose of this editorial is to provide the reader with evidence-based tips for optimising hamstring injury prevention.

THE RETURN-TO-SPORT HUSTLE
Gambling early return against recurrence

Early return to sport (≤3 weeks) is often proposed for hamstring injuries,7 even though basic research clearly shows that ongoing muscle regeneration still occurs,3 and the risk of recurrence is dramatically increased at this point.7 Recurrence includes possible additional injury and non-optimal healing of the hamstring muscle-tendinous complex.9 Such an injury can cause an athlete severe hamstring problems up to a year.6,10

Therefore, to manage hamstring injuries properly, it is important to address one of the main problems – the extremely high recurrence rate5,6,7 – which includes everything from exacerbation to re-injury.11 The acute hamstring injury and its recovery can be difficult for most lay people (including athletes and coaches) to comprehend, as jogging and moderate-paced running is often possible early after the injury – suggesting that full recovery is close. However, because the eccentric capacity (the ability to dissipate forces through lengthening contractions) of the hamstring muscle-tendinous complex is not challenged until the introduction of high-paced running,12,13 full recovery can still be weeks/months away.

My own experience is that athletes, coaches and medical personnel are often overoptimistic in their evaluation of when the athlete should return after a hamstring injury. The classic example is the principle often applied in soccer, where a player is deemed ready to play if he can fully participate in the last training session the day or two before a game. This is not a good criterion for return to sport for a soccer player with a recent hamstring injury as match play has 15 times the risk of injury as does a training session.5 Important factors, such as high-speed running, muscle fatigue and competitiveness are not tested as much in a training session that often consists of small-sided games and more specific soccer drills.

Askling et al’s14 important work also highlights the problem of a very early return to sport. Isometric hamstring muscle strength in sprinters was 70% (2 weeks), 85% (3 weeks) and 90% (6 weeks) that of the uninjured limb after an initial hamstring muscle injury. The actual time before these injured athletes felt they were back at their preinjury level was a median of 16 weeks (range 6–50 weeks). Verrall et al15 also showed that coach ratings of player performance were significantly lower immediately upon return to sport when compared with ratings for the entire season, and when compared with ratings from the two games before injury.

Given that athletes14 and coaches15 report that performance during early return to sport is reduced, it must be prudent to delay return to sport. Not only are athletes at greater risk of recurrence, which would potentially sideline them for an even longer period than the initial injury,7,9 they are also physically and mentally functioning at a lower level.14,15 In short, early return to sport has poor odds for success and is likely to fail in a large proportion of cases.

“Early return to sport has poor odds for success and is likely to fail in a large proportion of cases.”

Criteria for return-to-sport should be hamstring function dependent, not time dependent

More so, clinical decisions regarding return to sport after hamstring injuries should be based on specific criteria, instead of being time determined. Specific criteria should include reliable and valid assessments involving hamstring muscle lengthening and contraction performed under controlled test conditions. Providing specific data on hamstring strength recovery,10,14 self-reported insecurity/pain during ballistic hamstring flexibility movements (Askling’s H-test),16 and relevant sports-specific activities, such as high-intensity running performance,17 can be a real eye opener to athletes and coaches regarding hamstring recovery and function. In elite environments where competitive and economical agendas may influence clinical decision making, continuous assessment and data collection are valuable instruments when attempting to promote optimal return to sport. That said, avoiding early exacerbation and re-injury at the elite level is a complex task that is neither easy, nor currently documented. However, new evidence indicates that later re-injuries can now be dramatically reduced, also at the elite level.18

Nordic hamstring prevents injuries and re-injuries

In a recent large-scaled randomised controlled trial, by Petersen et al,16 including 942 soccer players, we addressed the efficacy of the Nordic hamstring exercise program for preventing acute hamstring injuries in soccer,19 and were particularly interested in its effect on re-injuries. The study showed that by intervening with one simple exercise, the Nordic hamstring exercise, in a progressive 10-week program, as introduced by Mjølsnes et al,19 acute hamstring injuries (new injuries and re-injuries) could be reduced by 70%.18 These findings concur with the quasi-experimental study by Arnason et al20 who reported a 65% lower injury incidence in soccer players completing a 10-week intervention consisting of warm-up stretching, flexibility training and the Nordic hamstring exercise program, compared with a group performing warm-up stretching and flexibility training alone. The results of the study by Petersen et al18 indicate that the preventive effect is solely a result of the Nordic hamstring exercise program.

Even more interesting was the fact that re-injuries alone were reduced by 85% in the group that performed the Nordic hamstring exercise program.18 The study showed that in order to prevent one re-injury, only three players at high risk (players with a hamstring injury in the previous year) had to perform the program.18 Thus, the number needed to treat (NNT), is much lower than the threshold.
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considered acceptable in cardiovascular diseases or cancer where 10–100 or more is often celebrated.21 The NNT for preventing one anterior cruciate ligament injury using neuromuscular training programs, is around 90 athletes.22 It is thus incontrovertible that the Nordic hamstring exercise program reduces hamstring injuries. It could almost be considered negligent not to provide eccentric hamstring strengthening in this form for athletes with a history of previous hamstring injury (ie, athletes at high risk of re-injury).

These spectacularly good results do not come from left field. Croisier et al10 reported a 100% success rate (no re-injury the following year) after introducing progressive isokinetic strength training (including both concentric and eccentric contractions), performed three times a week, continued until bilateral strength and eccentric strength deficits in the hamstrings were normalised. Strength normalisation occurred from 4 to 10 weeks for the included athletes.10 Taken together with Petersen et al's data,10 systematic and progressive eccentric strengthening has a large hamstring re-conditioning capability, most likely addressing eccentric strength deficits,10 muscle-tendinous atrophy and scar tissue,24 certainly changing the injury risk profile of the athlete with a previous hamstring strain, even when addressed somewhat later than the initial injury and rehabilitation.18 The physiological adaptation to hamstring lengthening contractions,10 17–19 therefore, also seem consistent with the physiological process of mechanotransduction and mechanotherapy.24 25

Hamstring exercise theories and anecdotes

What is the precise preventive injury mechanism related to the eccentric strength training is, remains uncertain,26 and the debate is ongoing.26 27 Basic researchers have provided different theories on the subject, where the most prominent one is that a shift in the optimum angle for torque generation, to longer hamstring muscle lengths, as a response to eccentric strength training, can protect against hamstring injuries and re-injuries.27 28 Furthermore, studies of the biomechanics of running have provided evidence that peak muscle-tendinous force and strain for the hamstring muscle complex occur during the terminal swing phase, just before ground contact, and it is suggested that it is in this period of the stride cycle that the biarticular hamstrings are at the greatest risk of injury.26 29 This injury-mechanism theory has now been confirmed in two independent case reports with actual video footage of hamstring injuries occurring during high-speed running.30 31

It has therefore been suggested that eccentric muscle strength training should be performed at longer muscle-tendinous lengths, preferentially mimicking movements and muscle length occurring at both the knee and the hip, simultaneously.26 29 On that note, I have often overheard the Nordic Hamstring exercise being criticised by physical trainers and exercise therapists, as they felt that this exercise was not specific enough in mimicking basic running mechanics, and thereby not effective for preventing hamstring injuries.39 In fact, there are opinions in the strength/conditioning and rehabilitation environment, that the Nordic Hamstring exercise is contraindicated for hamstring injury prevention,32 because of anecdotal evidence that the excessive stress to the hamstring muscle complex predisposes athletes to hamstring injury32 or significant delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS).33 Information concerning possible harmful effects should never be ignored in clinical practice; however, these unfortunate experiences may be explained by overly aggressive introduction of the exercise.26 33

Optimum titration of the nordic hamstring program

We carefully applied the Nordic hamstring exercise program from January/February in the midseason break, introducing one session (week 1), then progressing to two sessions (week 2) and three sessions (week 3–10), and finally continuing with one session per week (after week 10) for hamstring strength maintenance through the rest of the following year.18 This allowed for timing the physiological adaptive response, including minimal initial DOMS10 and increased eccentric strength to occur19 before the big spike in hamstring injuries that we have observed in Danish soccer in the spring,6 as the games in the second half of the season commences. No differences in injury rate or any adverse effects related to the training were reported during the 10-week intervention period of this trial.18

Therefore, implementing the Nordic hamstring exercise program (level 1 evidence),34 when dealing with high-speed running athletes, seems straight forward. It requires an understanding of the following: specific hamstring eccentrics (Nordic hamstrings) – why they are essential – and how they can be implemented in a safe and systematic way.
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Nordic hamstrings have previously also been referred to as Russian hamstrings.35 The term ‘Nordic hamstring’ was introduced in the scientific sports medicine literature in 2004 by Mjølsnes et al36 who introduced the 10-week Nordic hamstring exercise program, included for hamstring injury prevention in a quasi-experimental trial by Arnason et al in 2008,20 and in a randomised clinical trial by Petersen et al in 2011.18 Brockett et al had already described and proposed the exercise (naming it hamstring lowers) for hamstring injury prevention in 2001,18 and a specific program was later described and implemented in a randomised hamstring injury prevention trial by Gabbe et al.33 There are, however, some important differences between the two training programs – Nordic hamstrings18 19 and the hamstring lowers28 33 – concerning exercise period, progression model, number of sessions, sets and total workload. The Nordic hamstring 10-week exercise program includes a total of 27 sessions, and starts out with only 10 repetitions in a single session the first week, and then slowly progresses, ending with 30 repetitions three times a week, from week 5 to 10.18 19 The hamstring lowers program has been applied including five sessions during 12 weeks, including a total of 72 repetitions (6×12 reps) in each session, with 2–3 weeks between sessions.33 While the Nordic hamstring program induced minimal DOMS, with a mean of 1 on a visual analogue scale, after the first session,19 the hamstring lowers program has been reporting a mean DOMS of 5.5 after the first session,28 supporting the apparent impression that this includes a much more aggressive first-session approach, compared to the Nordic hamstring program.

History of hamstring eccentrics for injury prevention and their application

Optimum titration of the nordic hamstring program

We carefully applied the Nordic hamstring exercise program from January/February in the midseason break, introducing one session (week 1), then progressing to two sessions (week 2) and three sessions (week 3–10), and finally continuing with one session per week (after week 10) for hamstring strength maintenance through the rest of the following year.18 This allowed for timing the physiological adaptive response, including minimal initial DOMS10 and increased eccentric strength to occur19 before the big spike in hamstring injuries that we have observed in Danish soccer in the spring,6 as the games in the second half of the season commences. No differences in injury rate or any adverse effects related to the training were reported during the 10-week intervention period of this trial.18

Therefore, implementing the Nordic hamstring exercise program (level 1 evidence),34 when dealing with high-speed running athletes, seems straight forward. It requires an understanding of the following: specific hamstring eccentrics (Nordic hamstrings) – why they are essential – and how they can be implemented in a safe and systematic way.
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